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Summary of accomplishments

Prince Sultan University giving much attention on bringing the en-
vironment pollution free and contribute towards climate change. As 
an important stakeholder, PSU contributes towards the achievement 
of sustainable environment and campus through various events, 
practices, and research. It regularly organizes events and exhibitions 
for students and employees to promote the climate change.

The strong commitment can be witnessed from the type of support 
provided in events related to clean energy, EV and the sustainable 
practices followed for sustainable PSU campus to promote mea-
sures for climate change and research contribution etc. Moreover, 
the solutions and impacts of climate change is an important topic is 
endorsed in our curriculum and outreach. 

The Prince Sultan University is involved in several industrial col-
laborations that are leading the way in the search for alternative 
energy sources. One such example comes from our Renewable  
Energy Lab, who are in cooperation with Koncar Power Plant  
Electric Traction, Croatia for a collaborative project on microgrids 
test bench for EV charging and renewable energy to combat climate 
change. 

The Prince Sultan University is involved in several industrial collabo-
rations that are leading the way in the search for alternative energy 
sources. One such example comes from our Renewable Energy Lab, 
who are in cooperation with Power and Telecom Technologies Co., 
KFB Holding Group,  Riyadh for a collaborative consultancy project 
on investigations on minimizing electricity cost and feasibility study 
of self-sustainable campus towards climate change mitigation. 

Climate Action

• Introducing custom made techniques for 
local environment conditions, like robotic 
panel cleaning etc. as per the SDG 9, 13.

• Setting up a remote monitoring and  
control station at Renewable Energy Lab for 
the performance analysis of installed lights.
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Research on Climate Action
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Low-carbon energy use (27%)

The Prince Sultan University is involved in several industrial  
collaborations that are leading the way in the search for alterna-
tive energy sources. One such example comes from our Renew-
able Energy Lab, who are in cooperation with Power and Telecom 
Technologies Co., KFB Holding Group, Riyadh for a collaborative 
consultancy project on investigations on minimizing electricity cost 
and feasibility study of self-sustainable campus. 

The main objective of the project is to study PSU Lighting elec-
tricity network to provide Strategic solutions as per the sustainable  
development goals (SDG 12, 13, 17)

• Introducing custom made techniques for local environment 
conditions, like robotic panel cleaning etc. as per the SDG 9, 13.

•  Setting up a remote monitoring and control station at Renew-
able Energy Lab for the performance analysis of installed lights.

Intelligent optimization for charging scheduling of electric vehicle
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Environmental education measures (23%)

Virtual Conference on Energy, Smart Grid and EV:

Community Event on Wind Energy to the Students,  
Researchers of Kingdom by REL

All papers referred to the double tier approval process, single-blind 
peer-review and regular check. The online conference is a smart and 
affordable manner of presenting research results. Selected papers based 
on the domain and quality published in Scopus Indexed conference 
proceedings (IOP Conference Series).

Renewable Energy Lab (REL), College of Engineering, 
Prince Sultan University is organized International Vir-
tual Conference on Recent trends on Renewable Energy, 
Smart Grid, and Electric Vehicle Charging (RESGEVT-20) 
on 9th July 2020 as a partner Institution in association 
with Top ranking universities in the world. 

VIT University Vellore India is hosting this conference. The 
Virtual Conference is a platform for researchers, acade-
micians as well as professionals from all over the world 
to present, discuss and promote the knowledge, research 
and practice in the field of Smart Grid Control, Renewable 
Energy Sources, Energy Efficiency, Power Quality and Elec-
tric Vehicle Charging to combat climate change. 

RESGEVT-20 is offering a fantastic opportunity to attend 
a global scientific forum from the convenience of your  
desktop. The conference is online, from paper submis-
sion, including reviewing, conference discussion, and 
post-conference processing. 




